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I/ Introduction

        _We will present to you the mysteries that surround 
Shakespeare for more than 400 years. Some will be solved but 
others will not, so that is why we will make some assumptions.
We will tell you about two mysteries.

II/ Biography

It would have been born on April 23, 1564, in Stratford upon Avon, 
in the County of WarwickWarwick.. He was the third child of John 
Shakespeare, a recently enriched peasant who became a local 
notable, and Mary Arden, a Catholic family of wealthy landowners. It 
is assumed that he was a pupil at the Stratford school, but his father 
having had some reverses of fortune, he left his native town, 
apparently intending to settle in London. It was thanks to his 
playwright activity that he would later have restored the family 
fortune. In 1582, only eighteen years of age, he married the 
daughter of a farmer, Anne Hathaway, eight years her elder, and of 
whom he had three children.



  

Assumption 1 :

Is it really the author of its parts?
The myth the most persistent rest of course the question of the 
paternity even of its parts! Since nearly 250 years, many are the 
researchers and in love ones with the theatre which studied the 
Shakespearian parts and which doubted owing to the fact that he 
wrote all the parts which are allotted to him. In did he write in 
collaboration with other authors? Certain parts is they of its 
candidate of the time, Christopher Marlowe? Edward De Vere? Or 
Francis Bacon ?

Assumption 2 :

William shakespeare:  what does it find in the tomb of 
Shakespeare ?



  

For the first assumption on the paternity of the Shakespearian parts, 
a software proved that one of its parts of 1596 had been written by 
four hands. 
For four centuries, one has discussed to know if Shakespeare is or 
not the author of a part on Edouard III, published in an anonymous 
way in 1596.
Second it is not attested that it received an education or even as he 
can simply read and write.
Also it there are differences in orthography in its patronym, the style 
and the poetic one of works themselves.
However he was actor all the same thus he was a minimum of 
competent in theatre.
Yet, we cannot ignore to write parts where an extraordinary 
knowledge is spread out, fruit of immense readings; a intellectual 
acuity, an exquisite taste of poetry in all its forms, a major 
knowledge of the “human heart” coming to crown the whole is not 
to give to everyone, it would be nevertheless strange which a “man 
of small culture” is such an incredible talent in writing.

Conclusion :Conclusion :

I think that for the first assumption Shakespeare is the author of 
some of his works but that for others it has them co written. 
And if Shakespeare were not really the author of some of his plays 
and well all this merit would not have been allotted to him.

William Shakespeare is it really author of its William Shakespeare is it really author of its 
parts ? parts ? 



  

William shakespeare: what does it find in the tomb 
of Shakespeare 

          It is one of the greatest playwrights of the history of the 
literature. However, its life is ignored. What to say its death then? 
William Shakespeare is deceased on April 23rd, 1616 at 52 years. He 
was buried in the modest church of the Holy Trinity, in Stratford-
upon-Avon, his hometown, located in the center of England. The 
death of Shakespeare, remains a mystery. Some claim that the fever 
carried it; others still which it could be assassinated. Difficult to slice 
because there exists a mystery even larger.

         “Blessed either that which saves these stones. And cursed is 
that which moves my bones.” Here is the single registration 
engraved on the  tomb of Shakespeare. Why this strange choice? And 
why is its tomb stone only one meter long? Is it really buried in this 
small church of the English countryside at the sides of its family, in 
Stratford? Was its skull plundered, like much at the time? Many 
questions remain around the burial of the writer.

          400 years after the death of the large playwright, a British 
historian, Helen Castor, the investigation carries out. One follows in 
turn the searchs for scientists convening of novel methods of 
archaeology. As the radar with penetration of tomb which makes it 
possible to reveal underground data without having to open a tomb.

         In are conclusion, some answers thus given to us thanks to the 
search for Helen Castor, but nothing on the question of its works 
buried with him or not? 400 years after its death, contained the 
tomb of Shakespeare remains a mystery today.
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